Year 6
Date 19.01.21
Morning Message
Good morning Year 6 and welcome to another day of home learning.

Today, we have a riddle for you. If you think you know the answer, tell your teacher in the afternoon
briefing. The riddle is:
“What has cities but no houses, mountains but no trees, and rivers but no fish?”
Remember to attend your class briefings on teams at 8.40 am and 2pm!
We are really looking forward to seeing you online.
If you don’t have a link, ask your adult to email info@arkfranklinprimary.org.

Writing
Well done on making a fantastic start to our new unit yesterday!
Now that we are confident with many of the features expert writers
use when writing persuasively, we are going to begin to write a
persuasive advert for a new product.
What’s our purpose? Who’s our audience? And what techniques will
we employ to grab the readers’ attention and draw them in?
Find out in today’s lesson.
Reading

Well done to those of you recording yourself reading; it has been lovely hearing the expression
in your voices!
In today’s lesson, we will begin to answer our literal questions.
A copy of the text can be found here and your activity here.
Please remember that you need to mark your own work by watching till the end of the video.
Mathematics
Well done to all of you who are completing arithmetic, reasoning, input questions and independent work for each
maths lesson. It’s wonderful to see so many of you being mature and responsible learners (and completing the secret
missions). Today’s secret mission is... Can you spot the error Ms Graham made in arithmetic today? Write a comment
on Seesaw if you see it!
Today, we would also like you to complete a very short review of our algebra topic from the first week of home
learning. The questions can be found here. There are just 7 short questions, with multiple choice answers, so the quiz
should take around 5 minutes to complete. Please make sure you have a paper and pencil ready to complete any
calculations.
Today’s lesson can be found here, and your independent work can be found here. Make sure you mark all of your
work, including the arithmetic and reasoning questions, which can only be found on the video.
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Geography
Today’s lesson on threats to The Amazon can be found here and you can find the worksheet here.

Question for the day
Mindfulness question of the day: How can I be kinder?

Weekly Spellings
Yesterday’s spelling words to practise today! Here is the link to today’s spelling sheet.
Please write out the word in a sentence or write the definition of the word.
We will have a spelling test on the new words on Friday.

